planning meeting includes both husband and wife. The
extent, to which each of them engages in the process, is a
measure of how successful their retirement will be,” said
Potgieter.
“When a client is facing a challenging transition such as
retirement, often accompanied by feelings of vulnerability
and uncertainty, a more sensitive adviser can create a
safe environment for expressing those responses. A less
threatening mood allows for a more creative exploration
of options available to the client; a relaxed atmosphere
allows for easier conversations,” continued Potgieter.

power these days. They are winning the business and
they are demonstrating that they can solve issues in a
solid and meaningful way,” said Smith.
Smith believes between male and female advisers the
playing field is level for both of them. “Female clients
don’t express a gender preference when it comes to the
selection of an adviser. They are just looking for someone they can connect with, who can work with them on
a goals based financial plan. Gender doesn’t really matter; it’s the adviser’s ability to connect with the client
that does matter,” concluded Smith.
Bringing a feminine dimension
As a CFP who specialises in the retirement market,
Potgieter believes that female financial planners add an
additional essential dimension to meetings with clients
who are facing retirement, undergoing the retirement
transition, or who are already retired and facing all the
changes that this shift has brought.
“I have found in my years of planning that the best
financial plan is a holistic one, and that is why the best

According to Potgieter, the retirement transition is greatly
enhanced when the client finds an adviser willing to be
in a supportive role – skilled to empower clients to make
decisions that are not easy, all while ensuring that their
retirement savings do not run out.
“Encouraging more women to join the financial planning
industry is vital. Making space for women to bring their
femininity compliments the offering for the clients,” she
said.
In concluding, the ideal view in Potgieter’s opinion is that
men and women work in teams. “For this to happen we
need to attract more women to this wonderful profession - it is such an essential offering to clients seeking a
fulfilling retirement.”

Kim Potgieter
Certified Financial Planner (CFP)
Chartered Wealth Solutions

If you move companies, or your email address has changed, or you
have a new mobile number, please update your info on our website at
http://www.gautengwomenininsurance.co.za/joinus.html
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The best of YOU!

W

e live in a society that is filled
with heavy emphasis on
physical appearance. Mass
media, advertising and fashion editorials all portray different tastes and
opinions as to what is beautiful; some often
telling women that there is only one way to
be beautiful.

host of The Urban Jazz Experience on Metro
FM; Cara-Lisa Sham – Owner of Caralishious
Health and Wellness and Founder of Caralishious Coconut Milk Ice-Cream and Health foods;
Sharron L. McPherson – Attorney and former
Wall Street Investment banker and Anne-Marie
Chidzero who has 25 years’ experience in African financial and private sector development.

There seems to be an awful lot of advice for
women when it comes to what we should or
should not do.

A journey of self-growth
Deh mentioned that in facing divorces, family
drama, appearance, work and relationship
issues the pain can be immense, and the influence great, that women lose sight of who they
are, falling prey to the likes of what society
says.

Engaging body, mind and spirit
The truth of the matter is that we all want
to be the best we can be. We all need to be
uplifted and encouraged from time to time
and with that being said, Gauteng Women
in Insurance (GWII), in partnership with
Santam, hosted an event themed ‘The Best
of Me’ in February.
In Oprah style, Santam opened up its auditorium doors where GWII members engaged
their bodies, minds and spirits in a discussion which boasted a seat of panel members
voicing their opinions on what the “Best of
me” personally means.
Panel
The panel members consisted of:
Angela Deh – Owner of IMAGE.A.NATION,
Phemelo Ngcobo - Executive Producer of
702; Nothemba Madumo – Producer and

Madumo said in our teen years we are influenced by peers, in our twenties we do what
society says, we are pressured to get married,
have houses and jobs. In our thirties we start
to think about what we like; a journey of selfdiscovery and who we are. We are constantly
trying to impress, but we have a choice.
“You have a choice to be the best you can be.
It is your authentic self. Your true you. Don’t
let the media confuse you about who you are.
With family dynamics or anything in life, you
make a choice. You have one life, so live it up,”
she continued.
Who are you?
“When asked who she is, a woman often refers
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to herself as a mother, professional or wife.
However, the most important question she
forgets to ask is ‘who am I’?” Said Chidzero.
McPherson says, “You have to ask yourself who
you are. How many of you think you are your
gender or job? When people ask you who you
are, you immediately start talking about your
job or profession,” she said.
Ngcobo said, “All the noise and influence
around us makes it difficult to truly be
ourselves. We don’t often talk about our
greatness, but rather our challenges. When
everyone says you are good at something you
embed this in yourself, when in true form, this
may not be for you because it’s just not you.
I think if we were honest with ourselves we
could be the best we can be”.
“We have to think out of the box. We have so
many self-limiting beliefs that we tell ourselves
we cannot do something. Know yourself and
also be able to listen to someone else’s problems,” said Deh and closed off the discussion
by saying “Listen to yourself and become your
authentic self; quite simply, ‘I AM’.”
An act of kindness
The charity of the day was The Hamlet School
which strives for the upliftment and development of learners with intellectual disabilities.
The GWII committee would like say thank you
to all who made the effort in building a brighter
future for The Hamlet School with their kind
donations.

Prizes up for grabs
We always have a few lucky ladies walking away
with prizes donated by sponsors. We would like
to thank all of the sponsors who contributed to
the prizes.
The sponsors were: Associate Marine (AMUA),
CBG, Centriq, Corporate Sure, Emerald Risk
Transfer, Mirabilis, Santam Agri, Santam
Aviation, Santam Specialist Business, Santam
Transport, Strategic Business Development,
TIC and VUM. Insure Group sponsored the
photographer.
GWII member and winner of the Be, Do, Have
competition, Myrtle Da Gama, won a holiday
gift voucher to the value of R20 000, thanks to
Santam Specialist Business.
Members also walked away with awesome woven goodie bags filled with treats ranging from
Revlon hair products, to chocolates, lip balm,
Fairlady and Destiny magazines.
A word of thanks
GWII would like to thank Santam for their
sponsorship and support and Emerald Risk
who contributed to the speakers’ costs. A huge
word of thanks to all the sponsors who contributed to the prizes.
Once again, a special thank you to the attending GWII members who proved that they are
always ready to grow and prosper to bigger
heights within themselves – thank you, ngiyabonga, ndiyabulela, dankie!
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Be, Do, Have… simply put, ‘The Best of Me’

F

ollowing ‘The Best of Me’ event
by Gauteng Women in Insurance
(GWII) in partnership with Santam, FAnews on behalf of GWII,
spoke to GWII member and winner of
the Be, Do, Have competition, Myrtle
Da Gama, and runners up Amina Shoshore, Michelle Gouveia and Michelle
Hancock.
Ready to grow and prosper to better
heights within themselves and looking
towards being the best they can be
in 2016, these women shared their
stories, aspirations and dreams. Simply
put, they shared what they want to BE,
what they want to DO and what they
would like to HAVE.

“As a little girl I was always angry with
the world and my single mother. Born

in Alexander Township I attended
five different schools. I had one very
naughty brother that stayed home
with my mother. I could not understand why I had to be removed from
home. Although I was brought up in a
drug house and a Shebeen, my mother
was very strict and adored her son. I
hated every moment and the decisions that were made on my behalf. I
had identity issues because everybody
knew that I lived in a drug house and
a Shebeen.
My father remarried another woman
who hated us. He never greeted us in
the street, but only came over when he
wanted to fight with my mother. I was
abused and was too scared to tell my
mother. All this made me decide that
when I grow up, I never ever wanted
to live the life of my parents. I started
doing small courses to grow within the
industry. I then decided to work and
started at small broker earning R250
in 1982. I married and had two awesome daughters. I vowed to give my
kids a much better life.” 		
			
What does BE, DO, HAVE mean to you
or for you?
The title of the story touched me.
Women should uplift each other and
the only way to do this is by engaging
and motivating each other with our
very own experiences. As a young girl
I always said when I am older with a
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family I want to practice good morals
and give my children a better life.
In today’s society, we face many challenges. What challenges do you currently face that you wish to change in
2016? How will you change this?
I take care of my mother who is 76
years old. I also have a 27 year old
daughter with two sons who I adore
and love. Yes, it is difficult because I assist my daughter. Marriage before was
a challenge, but both of us are now
committed to our jobs and we really
try 50/50 when we have to move in
different spaces.
With work, I am an early riser and very
committed. I am a free giving woman
and people do take advantage of me. I
need to know the boundaries and try
and be stern. For this year I already
achieved my first goal with the prize
I won, I have also enrolled to study
Engineering. And lastly, this year I am
investing into Myrtle; spiritually and
career wise.

“The best of me in 2016. I have a lot
that I would want out of this year;
I am just short of time. I want to be
the best mother ever and support my
daughter in high school. The best of
me in 2016 is being able to help other
single parents. I have already started
taking some girls to school, making life a little easier for one single
woman.”				

Tell us in your own words who you
are…The Best of You?
I am a God Fearing Faboulistic DIVA. I
had hurdles and stumbling blocks but I
will not stay down.

What does BE, DO, HAVE mean to
you or for you?
It means that I am me and I am
whoever I want to be. I want to do
more for myself in terms of my professional growth, I want to work hard
and I want a more challenging job
and I want to study and improve my
lifestyle. I want to be the best mother

Myrtle Da Gama
Engineering Manager
Zurich Insurance Company

rently face that you wish to
change in 2016? How will you
change this?
I would like to run my first marathon. Running 42km sounds
rather challenging for me at
the moment, so I will tackle it
by being committed to training
and remaining positive in my
belief that I can achieve it!

ever and support my daughter
in high school. I do what I need
to do to reach my goals and
dreams. I want to fulfil my goals
and I want to have what I need.
What challenges do you currently face that you wish to
change in 2016? How will you
change this?
I have my own challenges as a
very busy single working mother and I have a daughter who
has just started high school
this year. High school is a major
change to primary school which
was a lot less demanding. I also
take another girl to school to
help her mother, making life
a little easier for one single
woman.
Tell us in your own words who
you are… The Best of You?
The best of me in 2016 is being able to help other single
parents. I am a self-empowered
woman who is not afraid of
helping others when they need
it. I enjoy life and tell myself
that things could be worse so
I make the best out of my situation.
Amina Shoshore
Finance Officer
African Reinsurance Corporation

“If I could BE anything in
2016….it would be to travel the
world and visit as many places
that need light shed on them….
(also, if there is good food to
be tested along the way then
whoop whoop). If I could DO
anything in 2016….it would be
to achieve my goal and raise
the money I would like for my
favorite charity….R70k, here I
come! If I could HAVE anything
in 2016...it would be to have
someone discover a cure for
Child Cancer.”		

Tell us in your own words who
you are…the Best of You?
Who I am and the best of me
is a woman made of light and
shadows, stars and dust, love,
honor, pain, compassion and
courage… I AM! (Happy that
I attended the event before
answering this, it is one of
the most difficult questions to
answer…)
Michelle Gouveia
Financial Accountant
Airborne Insurance Consultants

What does BE, DO, HAVE mean
to you or for you?
Instead of women focusing on
what they are, or represent to
others, I feel it is important for
us to know what we are to ourselves. So BE, DO, HAVE is what
I need to fulfill within myself
first, it is MY dreams and goals
for MY happiness.
What challenges do you cur-

“BE - More courageous, not
allow fear to hold me back.
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actually okay as long as I know
DO - more things to make me
who I am. So yes while I am a
happy, bake more and cook
friend, mother, leader, I need to
different meals (stop with the
know me. I know that I am not
known). HAVE – a weekly laugh
a final master piece and I am
where a tear rolls down my
welcoming myself to recreate
face.”
			
the areas that aren’t where I
want them to be.
What does BE, DO, HAVE mean
to you or for you?
Michelle Hancock
As woman we self-evaluate and
Claims manager
constantly put other people
Hollard
before our own needs, for
me BE, Do, Have means that
there is three little words that
Congratulations in order
if I think about them every
In light of this, GWII would
morning, I will grow and be the
again like to congratulate Da
best version of myself each and
Gama on winning the competievery day.
tion. She walked away with
a holiday gift voucher to the
What challenges do you curvalue of R20 000, thanks to
rently face that you wish to
Santam Specialist Business.
change in 2016? How will you
change this?
GWII also wishes to extend a
For me personally, I have alword of thanks to all the other
lowed a fear of failure to hold
contestants for choosing to
me back from achieving some
share their stories, dreams and
personal goals in life, so each
aspirations. Aspiring to be the
month I set small goals and set
best they can be in 2016, they
out to achieve them. I am not
are all true matriarchs in their
looking at big achievements for
own shoes, leading by example,
2016, but rather to look back
to the upliftment and encourand realise that I have achieved
agement of women.
so much with small steps.
Tell us in your own words who
you are… the Best of You?
I am me, I can’t go back and
undo my mistakes and they
happened because I needed to
learn something from it. Not
everyone will like me and it’s

Always be a first-rate
version of yourself,
instead of a second-rate
version of somebody
else.
- Judy Garland:

and pasta made from oats, rice,
amaranth, buckwheat, corn, grain,
millet or quinoa.
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Milk, yoghurt and cheese avoid them.
It’s the most common food
allergen and most people produce
antibodies to it. In other words,
it causes your immune system to
react. It’s also mucous-forming.
Give your system a week off milk
and all dairy products.

R
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olling on full speed ahead
into the New Year can be
exciting as you prepare
to take on a new set of
challenges and commitments. But
how you feel determines how you
will perform.
We just stepped out of the festive
season where the healthy eats
and treats flew out the window,
and in came all the rich, fatty and
delicious foods.
Now you’re left feeling sluggish
as an effect of this over indulgence. However, world-renowned
psychologist and nutrition expert
Patrick Holford says that it is never
too late to adjust the clock on our
liver and give our body a fresh
start

A good kick-start

“The liver is the chemical brain
of the body, constantly recycling,
regenerating and detoxifying in
order to maintain your health.
Sometimes, because of an overload in toxins, it simply cannot
process fast enough and consequently toxins are stored in the
body to be dealt with later, which

is why you feel especially ‘under
par’ after a period of excess,”
explains Holford.
Without resorting to the extreme,
Holford suggests giving your liver
a good kick-start each year, by
simply making and sticking to five
new good habits, while committing to breaking five old bad
habits.

Five habits to break

To give your liver a good break you
need to avoid:

1

Wheat – cut it out.
All wheat contains a protein
called gluten which is
exceedingly unfriendly to your
digestive tract. So, give your gut
a week’s break to allow the liver
to focus on detoxifying other
toxins. You can eat cereals, breads

Caffeine – kick the habit.
If the thought of giving up
coffee causes a burst of hostility, then the chances are you are
addicted to caffeine. Caffeine is a
toxin that makes your liver work
over time to get rid of it. If you can
bear it, cut out caffeine for one
week or longer, and replace it with
warm water and lemon, green tea,
or rooibos.

exposure to trans-fats, stay away
from fried foods and processed
fatty spreads and meats.

Five habits to make

1
2

Drink eight glasses of water
a day. After all, your body is
66% water and this alone will
help you detoxify.
Eat superfoods to springclean your system. The best
foods include fresh apricots,
apples, citrus fruits, kiwi, pineapple, papaya, peaches, mangoes,
melons, red grapes and all types
of berries. Vegetables that are
especially good for detoxification include artichokes, peppers,
beets, brussel sprouts, broccoli,
red cabbage, carrots, cauliflower,
cucumber, kale, pumpkin, spinach,
sweet potato, tomato, watercress,
and bean and seed sprouts.

4
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4

Alcohol – give it a break.
Putting aside any negligible
benefits that a glass of red
wine may have for heart health,
there is no denying that alcohol
taxes both your liver and gut. The
more alcohol you consume, the
more antioxidants you need and
the harder your liver has to work.
Give it a complete break for a
week or two ... or forever.
Trans fats - stay away from
them.
These are the damaged
fats which are in the news these
days, and for good reason. They
are found in deep-fried foods and
foods containing hydrogenated
vegetable oils. To minimise your
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Load up on anti-aging antioxidants. They are the key
players in detoxifying your
body. If you boost your intake,
from both food and supplements,
you’ll definitely notice the difference. The top antioxidant power
foods include pomegranates, blueberries, blackberries, strawberries,
raspberries, baby spinach, kale,
broccoli, beetroot, avocado, red
peppers, cherries and kiwi fruit.

Take liver-detoxifying supplements. From MSM to
milk thistle, there’s a combination of seven top detoxifiers to
give your liver’s detox capacity an
upgrade. Look for a supplement
that contains: N-Acetyl Cysteine,
milk thistle extract, cruciferous

vegetable compounds, MSM,
ellagic acid, dandelion extract and
alpha lipoic acid.

5

Do detoxifying exercises
every day. Exercise has a
vital role to play in helping
the body to get rid of toxins,
especially at times of excess. Any
whole-body exercise is good for
detoxification. – Brisk walking,
jogging, swimming, yoga or pilates
are all great for this. Holford
recommends and practices psychocalisthenics – a sequence of
23 exercises which combine body
movement with chi-generating
breathing.

Healthy start to 2016

He also advises a good massage to detoxify at every level by
stimulating the circulatory and
lymphatic systems, as the body
stores chemical toxins, physical
tension and negative emotions –
all by-products of the busy festive
season.
It is essential that we understand
the importance of detoxing,
and use it to rid the tissues of
the pollutants that we tend to
accumulate over a period so that
the body may be reinvigorated
and rejuvenated and ready to face
fresh challenges.
So in the name of health, drink
water, eat healthy, exercise daily
and be sure to have a healthy start
to 2016.
Source:
www.holforddirect.co.za
http://goo.gl/B1z3XZ
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THE INSURANCE

APPRENTICE

H

aving wrapped up the filming process on 15 January over a five day
period, it is with much anticipation
and excitement to announce that
the first few episodes of The Insurance Apprentice 2016 have been released.

24 February 2016
Gauteng Women In Insurance
michellengwiicoza
RE: DONATION RECEIVED
Dear Michelle and all the wonderful ladies,

Viewers can look forward to a seven part
series as they delve into the world of the
apprentices and follow them on their journey
to be crowned winner of The Insurance Apprentice 2016.

I am not often struck speechless, but yesterday it happened to me.
First of all your wonderful representatives Junior, Tracy and Lucky
asked me the most interesting questions about our school and I
could immediately see it was a caring group of people.

Following the day-to-day workings of the apprentices in action as they complete an array
of interesting insurance related tasks, different parts of the industry are covered and the
apprentices are challenged to do things they
have never done before.

A big surprise awaited me when I came to the kombi and found it
ﬁlled to the brim with lots and lots of all types of stationery and
toiletries. We really have a lot of extremely indigent parents at our
school who cannot buy the basic requirements for their child for the
year. All your ladies astounded me with their generosity, kindness
and good will.

Watch it here
For those that have missed or skipped
episodes of The Insurance Apprentice series,
this is the perfect time to catch up. Check out
what the apprentices have been up to and
what surprising tasks they have completed.

Running and working at a school like The Hamlet is for us as staff a
privilege and an honour. One of the reasons why I can
say this is that at no other school where l have worked
in my teaching career, have we been so spoiled.
We thank you for the huge amount of R4000.00 cash.
Please thank every lady who took the time to shop
out their own pockets for all these items. Please know
that this thank you comes out our hearts.

Click on the one you missed below and
watch it:
1. Episode one ‘Meet the apprentices’
2. Episode two ‘Litigation Risk’: part 1 and
part 2.
3. Episode three ‘Policy Renewal’: part 1 and
part 2.

Kind regards
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